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equal. Let the factors be 3 and 4. (See Fig. 171.) A represents the line-shaft, B the counter, and C the dynamo-shaft. The pulley on the line-shaft is 30 inches, and the speed is to be three times as great at the counter, therefore the pulley on the counter connected with the line-shaft pulley must have a diameter one third as great as that on the line-shaft = 10 inches. The pulley on the dynamo is 6 inches in diameter and the countershaft is to run one fourth as fast as the dynamo, and therefore the pulley on the counter opposite the dynamo-pulley must be four times as large as the dynamo-pulley = 24 inches.
167.	A  belt  may be shifted  from one part of a pulley to
another by means of pressure against the side which advances
towards  the   pulley.     Thus if, in Fig. 172,
the rotation be as indicated by the arrow, and side pressure be applied at A, the belt-will be pushed to one side, as is shown, and will consequently be carried into some new position on the pulley further to the left as it advances. Hence, in order that a belt may maintain its position on a pulley, the cen-
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TER   LINE ' OF  THE   ADVANCING   SIDE   OF THE
BELT    MUST    BE    PERPENDICULAR    TO    THE    AXIS   OF   ROTATION.
When this condition Is fulfilled the belt will run and transmit the required motion, regardless of the relative position of the shafts.
168.	Twist  Belts.—In Fig. 173 the axes AB   and CD  are
parallel to each other, the above stated condition is fulfilled,
and the belt will run correctly;  but if the axis CD were turned
into some new position, as C'D', the side of the belt that advances
toward the pulley E from F cannot  have  its   center line in a
plane perpendicular to the axis, AB, and therefore it will run off.
But if <a plane be passed through the line CD, perpendicular to
the plane of the paper, then the axis may be swung in this plane

